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Riikka Korpela (FIN) graduated from Satakunta University of Applied Sciences as a Visual Artist in 2012.

 

She lives and works in Berlin. She enjoys using photography, digital art, collage and printmaking as techniques in her

works. She likes to document her surroundings in Berlin and transform them to surreal landscapes inhabited by unreal

creatures. She uses bright colors and strong contrast in her artworks. The artworks are like a psychedelic journey to

another world.

 

She has been interested in fairy tales and mythologies since she was a child. In her works, interest in the sci-fi and fantasy

worlds can be seen. She is interested in stories about time travelling, other universes and the depths of the human mind.

Recently, gates, teleports and time machines have begun to appear in her work.

 

She loves to document big cities and especially Berlin because the city is constantly changing to something else. She also

tries to show to the viewers how to see the environment in many different ways. In her artworks, there are many elements

that are familiar to us but at the same time it feels that the pictures are from another dimension or a world.

 

Her works have been exhibited in Rome, New York, London, Milan, Berlin and Helsinki.



What is art for you? 

What is your background? What is the

experience that has influenced your work the

most?

I think it's a broad question and it involves so

many aspects. By making art, I make my own

imagination and inner world visible to others.

By exploring and experiencing art, we can learn

a lot about life and humanity around us.

Exploring art history is a kind of time travel for

me and I find it interesting that I can connect

through art with an artist who lived many years

before me. Of course, art is also my profession

and a way of life. I've always ended up making

art, even if I have done something else for a

while. It's something that is so natural to me

that I can't live without it.

I am originally from Finland and I grew up in a

small village. My parents moved into a farmhouse

in the middle of the forest when I was a small

child and I believe that this has certainly done a

good job for my imagination. The rural

countryside can be full of magical creatures when

you look into the mind of a child. My childhood

experiences have affected a lot of my art and that

can be seen as a surreal feeling in my work.

I studied printmaking and graduated from

Satakunta University of Applied Sciences as a

Visual Artist in 2012. Soon after I realized that I

want to do everything related to art. I have such a

curious mind that I can't do the same thing for too

long. For example, I have studied pop and jazz

singing, made music, participated in theater

workshops, made installations, worked in an art

residence and worked as an art teacher. In the

end, everything is connected. 

Certainly one of the biggest factors that has

influenced my art is when I moved to Berlin in

2014. Berlin is so vivid and sometimes the

scenery is like some kind of a sci-fi movie. But at

the same time Berlin feels like a good and safe

place to develop my art. 

Where do you find your inspirations? Are

your artworks on a specific theme?

I enjoy using photography, digital art, collage

and printmaking as techniques in my work. I like

to document my surroundings in Berlin and

transform them to surreal landscapes inhabited

by unreal creatures. I use bright colors and

strong contrasts and the artworks are like a

psychedelic journey to another world. I also take

a lot of photographs when I'm travelling around

and I don't necessarily use them right away.

Sometimes the pictures can be 10 years old. I

also like to re-make my old works.



What are you currently working on?

I'm working on at the moment with a few

upcoming exhibitions and constructing my

own website. I dream that next year I will

publish a podcast of my own and I'm also

planning an art festival with my friend. 

Did you enjoy cooperating with us? The Bold

Modern will be held on new international art

festival programs all around Europe? Would

you like to join us?

It's hard to say what is the specific theme in my

works. Quite often there are themes like parallel

universes, dystopian sceneries, fantasy worlds

and unreal cityscapes and creatures. It's also

interesting for me to see where the direction of

my art is heading.

Yes, I'm interested in this possibility. And of

course, I have really enjoyed the cooperation

with you.

I'm currently continuing my instagram project

where I publish a photo daily. There are lots of

possibilities and interesting projects, but I try

my best to do them little by little and enjoy

the journey.


